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Abstract. Intelligence knowledge-based systems are important part of natural 
language processing researches. Appropriate formal models simplify 
developing of such systems and open new ways to improve their quality. This 
work is devoted to developing of intelligence knowledge-based system using 
model based on algebra of finite predicates. The model also isbased on 
lexicographical computer system which consists of trilingual and explanatory 
dictionaries. Algebra of finite predicates is used as formalization tool.Problems 
of distinguishing semantic entities is investigated during research. Method of 
resolving homonymy ambiguities is used to extract separate entities, thus 
allowing formalization of semantic relationships. In result formal model of 
intelligence knowledge-based system was developed.It was shown way to 
extend the model for different languages. 
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1 Introduction 

Natural language modeling is important partof the theory of intelligence. The 
main objects of the language description are words and relations between them.The 
question is understanding texts written in natural language, create mathematical 
models for solving linguistic problems and developing programs that function based 
on these models. The construction of intelligence knowledge-based systems requires 
the automation of both the syntax of the natural language and its semantics. This part 
of computational linguistics relates to the section of artificial intelligence, engaged in 
the development of natural language word processing systems.This problem despite 
the different approaches to the formalization of semantic problems is still not 
completely solved because of lack of formalization while describing semantic 
relations.  

This paper proposes formal description of a data model based on algebra of finite 
predicates (AFP) [1].Thesystem can be used as a part of intelligence system which is 
based on trilingual terminological dictionary on computer science and radio 
electronics. 
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Also, in the study considered formalization of the problem of homonymy 
ambiguation. There are exist many different approaches [2, 3] regarding multiple-
valued structures. Suggested approach allows to resolve homonymy ambiguation by 
adding explanatory dictionaries to semantic concepts and calculating relevance score 
based on those explanations. 

2 Trilingual dictionary model 

Let’s assume model of trilingual dictionary as a set of words in different 
languages for certain knowledge area. In this study we use Ukrainian-Russian-English 
dictionary of radio electronics and informatics. We need to group all these words by 
word meanings to build intelligence knowledge-based system.  In general case it is 
hard to achieve this because we have homonymy ambiguity. The classic example is 
words “spring”in English or “коса” in Russian and Ukrainianwhich have few 
meanings. Thus, if we build intelligence system based only on spelling of these 
words, we can’t distinguish semantic. Moreover, if need to get translations we face 
with issue that invalid translation equivalents pair can be matched. Let’s introduce 
additional semantic metalanguage which has exactly one definition for each semantic 
conception.In this case we can groupwords from different languages using these 
abstract words from the semantic metalanguage. Graphical representation is displayed 
in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of words in multilingual dictionary with metalanguage 

In this figure Ai, Bi, Ci, Di are some words from different languages where letter 
identifies some language and index corresponds to i-th word in the language 
introduced in the dictionary, Semantici – is a semantic concept which connects 
corresponding words, Semantici, j – is a subsemantic concept which emphasizes 
semantic features specific to some language. 
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Thus, we create additional level of indirection. This way used widely in software 
engineering. For instance, it can be used for machine translations where no direct 
dictionary between languages but exist two or more dictionaries with common 
language used in both [4]. 

Additional feature of such metalanguage is that it is possible to attach 
explanatory dictionary to the metalanguage entity node and it will have just only one 
the most appropriate explanation per language per metaword. Also, we can introduce 
additional features like subsemantics or shadows of meaning attached to main 
semantic thus we can introduce more specific translations for each language.  

Let D – set that represents some dictionary, W – set of all words for all 
languages, S – set of semantic concepts. 

 𝐷 = 𝑆1 ∨ 𝑆2 ∨ … ∨ 𝑆𝑛   

Let wSi  W – subset of words that represents certain semantic conception Si 

 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖
𝑠𝑒𝑚 ∨ 𝑤𝑖

𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤𝑖1
𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤𝑖

𝑢𝑎 ∨ 𝑤𝑖
𝑒𝑛 ,  

where wi – words related for certain semantic conception Sifor Semantic 
metalanguage, Russian, Ukrainian and English accordingly. Also, these words may 
include synonymy words like 𝑤𝑖1

𝑟𝑢 because despite different spelling they represent 
the same semantic concept. 

The following predicate evaluates the equivalence for any two words in the 
dictionary: 

 𝑃𝑒(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = {
1, (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) ∈ 𝑆𝑖

0, (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) ∉ 𝑆𝑖

  

At the same time 𝑤𝑖
𝑠𝑒𝑚 ∈ 𝑆𝑖  by its definition. So, we can write predicate which 

introduces translations and synonymy in our dictionary: 

𝑃𝑒(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = 𝑃𝑒(𝑥 , 𝑤𝑖
𝑠𝑒𝑚) ∧ 𝑃𝑒(𝑦, 𝑤𝑖

𝑠𝑒𝑚) 

Equations written above have one issue – they should work on sets of words 
without intersections, but natural languages mostly have some homonymouswords. 
Some such word is shown as B1 node in the Fig. 1. Thus, we need to find out method 
to separate homonymous words. So, in result we need to get following: 

𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔1 = 𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔1
𝑠𝑒𝑚 ∨ 𝑤пружина

𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤пружина
𝑢𝑎 ∨ 𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔1

𝑒𝑛  

𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔2 = 𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔2
𝑠𝑒𝑚 ∨ 𝑤весна

𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤весна
𝑢𝑎 ∨ 𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔2

𝑒𝑛  

However, in general case if we just look for translation of separate word, we can 
get list of possible semantic conceptsof that word. The list can be used to get 
translations specific for certain language. 
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3 Homonymy disambiguation 

In real world texts we don’t have such specific marks like spring1. Moreover, 
even they exist they will not match our marks in our dictionary. Above we mentioned 
that semantic nodes may be attached with explanatory nodes. In this case we may 
consider these explanatory nodes as the same logical entities as word nodes. 

𝑆𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖
𝑠𝑒𝑚 ∨ 𝑤𝑖

𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤𝑖1
𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑤𝑖

𝑢𝑎 ∨ 𝑤𝑖
𝑒𝑛 ∨ 𝑥𝑖

𝑟𝑢 ∨ 𝑥𝑖
𝑢𝑎 ∨ 𝑥𝑖

𝑒𝑛 ,  

where wi – words related for certain semantic conception Si for Semantic 
metalanguage, Russian, Ukrainian and English accordingly,xi – explanations related 
to certain semantic conception Si for Russian, Ukrainian and English 
accordingly.Also, these explanation nodes will help us calculate relevance score for 
homonymous words. 

Homonymy disambiguation is not possible without considering context where 
homonymous word is used.One of principles which must be used when defining 
explanations for each sematic concept is that all word used in explanation must be 
present in the dictionary [5]. We can useapproach described in [6] to select homonym 
the most relevantto context. In few words, relevance score is calculated for each word 
used in the context regarding processed word. 

Let define context function C(x, ctx) which calculatesrelevancescore, where x – is 
some word and ctx – is the context where the word xis used. Let E(x) function which 
calculates relevance score based on explanations used in the dictionary.Thus we can 
define function  

 Gi(xi, y, ctx) = |E(xi) - C(y, ctx)|, 

where xi– word with potential semantic connected toy, y – word which semantic 
should be determined, ctx–context where word y is used. 
 

 F(𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) = min
𝑖=1,𝑛

G𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) 

whereF(𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)is a function which calculatesthe most relevant semantic concept for 
word y based on context where the word is used. 

Cognate languages may have similar words but with different semantic. The 
suggested method may be extended by including explanatory dictionaries for different 
languages into intelligence knowledge-based system.This allows avoiding such kind 
of ambiguities. 

4 Trilingual electronic dictionary 

Based on suggested approach electronic trilingual dictionary of informatics and 
radioelectronics was developed. The dictionary can be usedby the intelligence 
knowledge-based systemas a semantic database.  

The software system of the trilingual electronic dictionary is based on the paper 
version of the Russian-Ukrainian terminological dictionary on informatics and radio 
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electronics. An electronic version of the text was obtained by scanning and 
recognition, which serves as the basis for filling the dictionary with content. The 
electronic version of the dictionary allows user to add translation equivalents of terms 
for the English language and proceed to the multilingual dictionary on further 
development. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Trilingual dictionary UI 

The software system of the trilingual dictionary is written in the C# programming 
language. The architecture is built using the MVVM design pattern (Model-View-
ViewModel Model-View-View Model). Thus the software system is clearly divided 
into separate independent modules. This approach allows reusing and independent 
changing of individual components of the software system. The user interface is 
created using WPF technology [7]. 

The software system of the trilingual electronic dictionary allows user to view, 
search, edit, add, delete concepts of terms and their translation equivalents for each of 
languages. The advantage of the proposed approach is the possibility of free switching 
between the languages of the dictionary and quick access to all translation equivalents 
of the selected term which corresponds to certain conception semantic. 

5 Conclusions and future work 

In results was created software system of trilingual terminological Ukrainian-
Russian-English dictionary of radio electronics and informatics. The developed model 
allows quick recognition of synonymous words and translation equivalents. In the 
study was considered homonymy ambiguities problem and suggested ways to resolve 
the issue. Suggested model allows extending intelligence system with new languages 
by not only adding new terms but explanations and specific semantic concepts as 
well. Intelligence knowledge-based system will use this developed electronic 
dictionary as a database of low-level terms. 

Further development will integrate explanatory dictionary to the intelligence 
system. Thus, context for each word will be defined and this allows matching context 
from arbitrary text with semantic concepts stored in dictionary based on suggested 
approach for homonymy disambiguation. 
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Long-term future work should consider includingmodules related to processing 
blocks of texts with extracting complex semantic entitieswhich represent more 
abstract concepts. 
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